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Ease Adoption of
Microsoft Windows
Server 2008
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Migrating data associated with Microsoft® operating
systems, applications, and other software can be a
challenge administrators overlook when planning system
upgrades. Dell™ PowerVault™ and Dell EqualLogic™
storage and CommVault® Simpana® data management
software enable flexible data migration and transparent,
release-specific data object recovery and backup to help
simplify upgrades in enterprise environments.
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Combining Dell PowerVault and Dell EqualLogic
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Figure 1. An environment comprising a mix of Microsoft operating systems and applications can present
challenges when migrating data
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Windows data to a Windows Server 2008

“Combining Dell PowerVault and Dell

environment. CommVault Simpana helps
simplify file restore processes from previ-

EqualLogic storage with CommVault
Simpana data management software
offers a flexible, transparent way to
manage release-independent data for
Microsoft applications.”
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CommVault:
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Dell storage:
DELL.COM/Storage
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